The objective of this work is to generalize input excitation designs suggested for system identification of ill-conditioned 22  systems to cases with more than two inputs and outputs. The methods are evaluated using a four inputs-four outputs distillation column/stripper system as a case study. The performance of the various procedures is evaluated through the model fit and different plant-friendly indices. The obtained models, and thus the quality of the associated input excitations, are also evaluated through cross validations.
INTRODUCTION
Typically, 75% of the cost associated with an advanced control project goes into model development (Gevers, 2005) . Hence, efficient modelling and system identification techniques suited for industrial use and tailored for control design applications are crucial (Ljung, 1999; Hjalmarsson, 2005) .
Unlike single-input single-output (SISO) systems, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems contain multiple interactions. In some cases the interactions are so strong that the system becomes difficult to handle. Such systems are ill-conditioned and they are characterized by a strong directionality. As a result, there may be difficulties in exciting the various "directions" adequately in system identification. It is desirable to make the identification (equally) informative for all relevant directions through explicit input excitations. It has been found that it is easier to obtain good information about the high-gain direction than the low-gain direction (Koung and MacGregor, 1993) . Explicit excitation of the low-gain direction is required to obtain a model including the low-gain properties; otherwise, the model may be inadequate for control design (Koung and MacGregor, 1993; Häggblom and Böling, 1998) .
The excitation signals can be grouped into three major categories: general-purpose signals, optimized test signals and advanced dedicated signals. It has been shown that the advanced dedicated signals are system specific and difficult to construct (Pintelon and Schoukens, 2012) . Typically, three types of perturbations are used: step, PRBS (pseudo-random binary sequence) and sinusoidal inputs. In this contribution, combinations of PRBS and step signals are considered.
A considerable amount of literature exists on identification of ill-conditioned systems (e.g., Koung and MacGregor, 1993; Häggblom and Böling, 1998 , 2013 , Lee at al, 2003 Zhu and Stec, 2006; Rivera et al., 2009) . However, most studies are limited to 22  systems. In this study, the suggested methods are generalized to systems with more inputs and outputs. The methods are tested on a 44  ill-conditioned system (Alatiqi and Luyben. 1986 ). The methods are compared in the following ways: fit of the identified models to data, condition number and singular values of the obtained models, plantfriendliness of the excitation signals, and an extensive cross validation. As plant friendliness factors we consider the crest factor (CF) and the performance index for perturbation signals (PIPS).
INPUT EXCITATION
For system identification, the system has to be perturbed beyond its normal operation. Yet, this input excitation should be plant friendly. This is essential in order to keep the variations of the inputs and the outputs within specified limits. However, this also limits the information available for system identification. Collecting data from industrial systems is complex and costly (Katayama et al., 2006) . Thus, there is a trade-off between how much one is prepared to "pay" for the information and the information needed for system identification (Gevers, 2005) . From this it follows that the input design is crucial (Häggblom and Böling, 1998) .
Directional Inputs
Common practice is to use uncorrelated PRBS signals for input excitation, one at a time or simultaneously. However, this does not excite the system in all directions adequately, especially in the low-gain direction (Häggblom and Böling, 1998) .
Consider a singular value decomposition of the steady state gain matrix, i.e., (Häggblom and Böling, 2013) . The excitations can be introduced one direction at a time, or all directions simultaneously if they are designed to be uncorrelated. This can achieved by any kind of input signal, e.g., sequence of steps, PRBS or multi-sinusoidal.
The duration of an experiment affects the overall cost of an experiment. The experiment length can be shortened by applying the input excitations simultaneously. Thus, it is of interest to study whether simultaneously applied directional inputs are sufficiently informative as compared to directional excitations one at a time or more standard input designs.
Plant-Friendly Inputs
Plant friendliness has been expressed in many ways in the control literature. One way is to express the plant friendliness of an input signal as
t n is the total number of switches and N is the total input signal length (Parker et al., 2001) . This means that a constant signal is 100 % "plant friendly", whereas a signal that changes at every instant is 0 % "plant friendly." For example, a single step change is a very plant friendly signal, whereas a Gaussian random signal is a least plant friendly signal.
However, from the system identification point of view, a single step change is least useful because it does not excite the system sufficiently. In this respect, a random signal is much better. Therefore, there is a trade-off between a good input excitation for identification and its plant friendliness.
Details on Identification Experiments
Eight different types of input excitations are studied and they are summarized in Table 1 . The first six experiments are designed in a similar fashion as in Häggblom and Böling (2013) and the last two are similar to the design in Zhu and Stec (2006) . The input excitations are step and PRBS signals.
The dominating time constant of the example process is on the order of 50 min. In the case of step excitations, this motivated a step length of 330 min for each step change.
The PRBS signals were designed using the bandwidth expression (Lee, 2006) 1 Two experiments are designed using step changes. In the first experiment, step signals are applied sequentially, one at a time in each input. In the second experiment, the step changes are applied simultaneously to all inputs in such a way that the various gain directions are excited sequentially. In the rest of the experiments, PRBS signals are used. In the third experiment, the PRBS signals are applied one at a time to each input, and in fourth experiment, uncorrelated PRBS signals are applied simultaneously to all four inputs. The uncorrelated PRBS signals are constructed according to the guidelines in Lee (2006) . The same PRBS is used for all inputs, but they are suitably shifted to make them uncorrelated. In the fifth experiment, PRBS signals are applied simultaneously to all inputs, but correlated in such a way that the various gain directions are successively excited. The sixth experiment is similar to the fifth experiment, but the gain directions are excited simultaneously in such a way that they are uncorrelated with each other.
The last two experiments, i.e., the seventh and the eighth experiment, are designed according to the guidelines for 22  systems by Zhu and Stec (2006) . According to them, it is sufficient to excite the low-gain direction explicitly; the highgain direction is excited by a low-amplitude uncorrelated signal, which is added to the high-amplitude low-gain signal. The low-gain direction is estimated based on prior knowledge. In this study, the true low-gain direction is used. The signals are scaled so that comparable signal-to-noise ratios are obtained in all cases. In a practical case, the information to do this may not be available, but here the purpose is to compare ideal case performance in a fair way.
All experiments are summarized in Table 1 , and a representative part of one input for each experiment (each subfigure) is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows all four inputs and four outputs for one of the experiments.
EVALUATION OF INPUT SIGNALS

Fit percentage
The normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) is a measure of the model fit to data. The NRMSE fitness value is calculated for each fitted output by (Ljung, 2006) 
where i y and ˆi y are the measured and estimated output at the ith instant, respectively, and y is the mean value.
Crest Factor
The crest factor (CF) is defined as the ratio between the  -norm and the 2 -norm,
where the p -norm of a sequence () xt in the discrete time
The  -norm represents max ( ) xt , or the absolute peak value of the signal, and the 2 -norm is the root mean square (rms) value of the signal.
Performance Index for Perturbation Signals
The performance index for perturbation signals (PIPS) for linear system is defined as 
CASE STUDY DISTILLATION COLUMN/STRIPPER
A distillation column/stripper system presented by Alatiqi and Luyben (1986) is used as a case study. The transfer function matrix of the system is given in Eq. (7). The time constants of the system are in the range 5…48 min and the time delays are in the range 0.02…18 min. The system is ill-conditioned with a condition number 125. The input designs in Table 1 were applied to this system. White noise with the variance 0.03 was added to all outputs. Matlab's System Identification Toolbox (Ljung, 2007 ) was used for model fitting.
In a distillation column, the dynamics in lower gain directions are typically much faster than the dynamics in higher gain directions. By means of step tests it was found that the system has a dominating time constant of 15 min in the low-gain direction and a dominating time constant of 50 min in the highgain direction. To capture both dynamics, at least a second order model for each output is needed. Therefore, each transfer function was identified as a second-order transfer function with a time delay.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To compare the performance of the different input excitations listed in Table 1 , models were identified from the input-output data of each experiment and compared via cross validations. In the cross validation, each model is used to simulate the outputs of all other experiments. The agreement between simulations ("fits") and data is quantified by Eq. (2). Table 2 shows the average fit and the worst-case fit for every model. As can be seen, the models obtained from experiments where all directions were explicitly excited (stepDir and prbsSeqDir) are most robust. A notable exception is experiment prbsSimDir, where all directions were excited simultaneously 
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The condition number and the singular values of the steadystate gain matrix of the obtained models as well as the true model are shown in Table 3 . The models performing well in the cross validation, have a condition number and singular values very close to those of the true model. Also here, Exp. 6 (prbsSimDir) is very far off.
The singular values of the identified models and the true system model are shown in Figure 3 as a function of frequency. The figure shows that most models fit the system quite well for lower frequencies, but less so for higher frequencies. A likely explanation is that lower-order models than the true system order were fitted. Another reason might be that the input signals were mainly designed based on steady-state information.
It is of interest to study projections of the outputs, defined i  , for all experiments. The standard deviations can be interpreted as follows: The more equal the standard deviations in the four gain directions are for an experiment, the better balanced the input excitations are in the various gain directions. The ratio between the maximum and the minimum standard deviation, which is also included in the table, can be used as a scaling- independent measure of this balance. According to this measure, Exp. 2 (stepDir) is best balanced, but all experiments employing directional inputs are better balanced than the other experiments.
CONCLUSION
Constructing tailor-made input excitations in a smart way is crucial to a successful identification experiment. For an illconditioned system, input design is especially critical due to widely different singular values of the gain matrix. The usefulness of a number of input design methods for illconditioned MIMO systems was investigated in this paper. The main conclusion is that all gain directions have to be properly excited. Simplified methods that work for 22  systems may not be adequate for more inputs and outputs.
